ABB’s uninterruptible power supplies are the stars of the UPS stage. No other UPS offers your data center such a low cost of ownership or fuss-free operation.

Cyberindo Aditama (CBN) is an Indonesian company supplying voice and data solutions for clients and, as such, they are very reliant on reliable data storage – so they need a good UPS for their data center. They already had UPSs from a different company but were quite dissatisfied with the support they were receiving for repair and unit replacement. Not only was the quality of service not up to their expectations, but repairs took some time to accomplish. This was not an acceptable situation for CBN’s clients.

ABB have now supplied two Conceptpower DPA 250 comprising four 50 kVA modules. The modular approach taken by the DPA 250 suits CBN’s needs perfectly. The units are anyway very reliable but if anything should happen, a module can be hot swapped without powering down. While the module is out, the remaining modules take over and the load sees no change. In addition, if the power load should increase in the future, the DPA 250 can be expanded by simply adding more modules. Further, the UPSs in the DPA range are highly efficient, so the customer will also benefit from lower energy costs.

The local partner is Vektordaya Mekatrika, who run a 24/7 hotline, so the client is assured full peace of mind.

For more information, please contact:

**ABB Power Protection SA**
A member of ABB group
Via Luserte Sud 9
6572 Quartino
Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)91 8502929
Fax: +41 (0)91 8401254
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